A flexible forming system designed for round concrete tanks and curved walls.

All-steel design
The all-steel Flex-Form system gives you all the strength and versatility of integral 4” deep vertical stiffeners with 3/16” steel skin plate in a rated 1000 psf system. Panels are available in 2’, 3’, 4’, 5’ and 6’ widths, and 4’, 8’ and 12’ lengths. The large number of sizes allows more forming flexibility. The right combination of panels mean fewer pieces, fewer panel joints and less labor to assemble.

Pre-rolled ribs
Pre-rolled, factory-installed top and bottom steel ribs bolt to flexible panel sections to shape and hold the form to the radius. Panels always conform to the radius of the ribs — this design assures that you will get the correct radius every time. By installing a straight rib, you can even produce a straight form and wall when needed. Panels are shipped to the jobsite with factory-installed ribs so forming operations can begin almost immediately.

Excellent finish
Because the steel skin plate flexes to form the desired arc, there’s no “chording” appearance in the poured concrete surface. Conventional panel systems produce form joint marks that require grinding and rubbing, while the Flex-Form system produces smooth concrete surfaces that require practically no finishing.